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(1) 

EC-type examination certificate 

(2) - Guideline 94/9/EG - 

Devices and protection systems for usage in explosive endangered areas 

(3) 
BVS 04 ATEX E054 

(4) Device:  Parex-Trennfunkenstrecke Typ 480 

(5) Manufacturer:  OBO Bettermann GmbH & Co. 

(6) Address:  D-58710 Menden 

(7) The construction type of this device as well as the admissible effectuations is specified in the 

attachments of this type examination certificate. 

(8) The certification body EXAM BBG Prüf- und Zertifizier GMBH, notified body no. 0158 according 

article 9 of the guideline 94/9/EG of the European Parliament and the council of 23.March 1994 

attests, that the device fulfils the essential Safety- and Health-requirements for the conception and the 

manufacturing of the devices and protection systems for usage in explosive endangered areas in 

accordance with appendix II of the guideline. 

The results of this inspection are deposed in the test protocol BVS PP 04.2049 EG. 

(9) The essential Health- and Safety-requirements are fulfilled by conformity with: 

 

 EN 50014: 1997 + A1 - A2 General determinations 

 EN 50018: 2000 + A1  Pressure proof enclosure ‘d’ 

(10) The character ‘X’ next to the certification number indicates special conditions for the safe handling 

of this device mentioned in the appendix. 

(11) The EC-type examination certificate relates only the conception and the type examination of the 

specified device in accordance to the guideline 94/9/EG. 

For manufacturing and placing on the market additional requirements of the guideline have to be 

fulfilled, which are not examined by this certificate. 

(12) The marking of the device must include the following declarations 
   

II 2G EEx d IIC T6 
 

 EXAM BBG Prüf- und Zertifizier GmbH 
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(13) Appendix to 

(14) 

EC-type examination certificate 
 

BVS 04 ATEX E 054 

(15) 15.1 Object and type 

Parex-Trennfunkenstrecke Typ 480 

 

 

15.2 Description 

The isolating spark gap intends to provide galvanic isolation between electrical installation 

parts that are not connected to each other for operational purposes. 

If the potential rises in one part of the installation as a result of a lightning strike, the isolating 

spark gap guarantees a conducting connection at that time, equalising the potential between the 

parts. 

The electrode spacing of the isolating spark gap is realized in the type of protection ‘pressure 

proof enclosure’. 

 

 

15.3 Parameters 

Sparkover voltage UA AC AC 1kV 

Impulse current Iimp (10/350)  100 kA 

(16) Test protocol 

BVS PP 04.2049 EG, Stand 26.03.2004 

(17) Special requirements for safe handling 

None 

 

 


